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(2) !e Treatment of Slaves (21:1–11)

(a) !e Male Slave (21:1–6)

(a) !e male slave (21:1–6)

Slavery was accepted throughout the ancient Near East as a part of society, and the 
Israelites did not question it. In one sense they had not actually been slaves in Egypt, 
since they did not belong to any master as personal property, as had been the case with 
Joseph under Potiphar. Rather, they had been a people forced to do hard labor by an 
oppressive government. "is was quite different from being personal slaves who func-
tioned as domestic helpers. "e fact that they formulated these early laws for the 
proper treatment of slaves indicates that the Israelites still considered them to be 
human beings.
"e Hebrew words for male and female slaves indicate that they were considered the 

property of their master, and they may refer to either temporary or permanent slaves. 
"ere are other terms for “servants,” such as the hired servant mentioned in 12:45, and 
Moses’ servant Joshua mentioned in 24:13. But the following laws refer to people who 
became someone’s property as slaves for various reasons, usually in order to pay off  
some form of indebtedness.

Section Headings: both 20:26 TEV and this Handbook have the general heading, 
“Treatment of slaves” (21:1–11). 20:26 CEV has “Hebrew slaves,” and 20:26 NIV has “He-
brew servants.” “Slaves” is the preferred rendering, for these people were owned by 
their masters and had few rights. "ey were not servants who received money for their 
work. Alternative headings are “Laws concerning Hebrew slaves” or “How Hebrew 
masters should treat their slaves.” (See the comment on “slave” at 1:11a.) Translators 
who are following the Handbook’s outline should include the subheading “"e male 
slave” for this section (21:1–6).

21:1

Now translates the conjunction waw, which o$en occurs with the phrase these are
to introduce a list or a new section. Most translations do not translate the waw in this 
context, since paragraph indentation has a similar function. "e verse serves as an 
introduction to the ordinances (mishpatim) that follow. ("ese were referred to in the 
introductory comments before 20:22.) 21:1 RSV and 21:1 NRSV are usually consistent in 
translating this Hebrew word as ordinances, but others simply have “laws” (21:1 TEV) 
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or “rules” (TAN). In this context, however, the word seems to identify the casuistic form 
of law that first describes the situation or “case” and then states the way it should be 
dealt with. (See the introductory comment before 20:1.)

Now these are the ordinances therefore refers to all the laws that follow, particu-
larly those from 21:1 to. Which you shall set before them is addressed by Yahweh 
(20:22) to Moses. Set before them means to place or “establish in their pres-
ence” (Durham). "ese “laws” are to be established for the Israelites, not simply given 
to them (see 21:1 TEV). Since this is the initial verse of a new chapter, starting it with a 
quote will be too abrupt in many languages. In such a case it will be helpful to use one 
of the following models: “"e Lord told Moses to set down firmly [or, establish] the fol-
lowing laws for his people,” or “"e Lord said to Moses, “You must set down firmly the 
following laws for my people,” or even “"is is what the Israelites must do in the follow-
ing situations.”

21:2

When translated the Hebrew word ki, which may also be rendered as “If ” (TEV, 21:2
CEV, and others). In the casuistic form of law, this word usually introduces the main 
clause that describes the situation, or “case,” and the weaker term ’im, which also 
means “if ” or “when,” introduces the subordinate clauses or the various situations that 
are possible under the same law. 21:2 RSV and 21:2 NRSV usually translate ki as When, 
and ’im as “If.” (See verses 3, 4, and 5, which begin with ’im.) For some translators 21:2
RSV’s model will be more natural style, but others will follow 21:2 TEV and 21:2 CEV, 
where “if ” is used for both situations.

Some cultures may have their own linguistic form for stating this type of case law, 
and translators are encouraged to follow the form that is most natural in their language 
for all of these laws that follow. "e important thing, of course, is first of all to under-
stand clearly the exact situation, or “case,” that each law describes and the exact 
penalty or punishment that is then prescribed.

When you buy a Hebrew slave describes the situation of either purchasing a slave
by paying money (NAB, NJB, REB), or acquiring one as payment of a debt. (See the intro-
ductory comments above.) You is singular, referring to any Israelite who may own a 
slave. "e word for slave refers to a male, and in this context it is necessary to retain 
the male identity. In languages where pronouns do not indicate the sex of an individ-
ual, and there is no specific word for “male slave,” one may translate the first sentence 
as “When [or, If] you buy a Hebrew male slave.” "e term Hebrew slave should not be 
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changed to “Israelite slave,” since the word Hebrew sometimes referred to a larger 
group than just the descendants of Jacob (see the comment at 3:18). It was also a term by 
which non-Israelites o"en referred to a lower class of people.

He shall serve six years means that he will be bound to his owner for only six 
years. #e word for serve is the same word from which slave is derived, and in some 
languages He shall serve will be expressed as “He shall serve [or, work] as a slave.” 
And in the seventh year is literally “and in the seventh”; year is understood. #is 
probably means at the beginning of the seventh year, and it will be helpful to make this 
explicit and say “But at the beginning of the seventh year you shall.…” He shall go out 
free means that he will leave the household and authority of his master. 21:2 TEV has 
“he is to be set free,” and 21:2 CEV has “you must set him free,” Free, for nothing means 
“freed without compensation.” 21:2 NRSV understands this to mean “a free person, with-
out debt,” but others, including 21:2 TEV, keep the broader meaning, “without having to 
pay anything.” Durham adds “without payment to you,” and TOT adds “without paying 
for his freedom.” Another way to express this final sentence is “you are to set him free, 
and he doesn’t have to pay anything to you.”

An alternative translation model for this verse is:

• When you buy a Hebrew male slave, he shall work for you as a slave for six years. At 
the beginning of the seventh year, you must set him free, and he will not have to pay 
anything to you.

21:3

If is the word ’im, which usually introduces one of several possible situations to 
which the law applies. (See the comment at verse 2.) If he comes in single means, as 
21:3 TEV translates, “If he was unmarried when he became your slave.” One may also 
say “If he does not yet have a wife when he becomes your slave.” Comes in is literally 
“he enters,” meaning “when he became your slave” (21:3 TEV). Go out is literally “he 
exits.” So he shall go out single means “he is not to take a wife with him when he 
leaves” (21:3 TEV).

If he comes in married uses the word ’im again. Literally the Hebrew says “if he is 
an owner [or, husband] of a woman.” #is means that if he brought a wife with him, 
then his wife shall go out with him, or “he may take his wife with him” (21:3 TEV) 
when he leaves. TOT has “his wife shall be released with him.” 21:3 CEV has “both he and 
his wife must be given their freedom.” One may also express this as “you must free 
both him and his wife.”
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21:4

If is the third use of the word ’im, mentioned at verse 2. His master means “his 
owner,” or “lord” (’adon). Gives him a wife, literally “gives to him a woman,” refers to a 
situation where the master assigns one of his slave girls to marry the unmarried slave. 
Some languages will express this as “gives him a woman slave for him to take as his 
wife.” And she bears him sons or daughters means that children are born to the slave 
by that wife. "e text specifies both sons and daughters.
!e wife and her children (TEV: “the woman and her children”) uses the feminine 

her, relating the children to the mother rather than to the father. Shall be her mas-
ter’s is literally “she will be to her master [’adon],” but it means that “the woman and 
her children belong to the master” (21:4 TEV). NAB has “shall remain the master’s prop-
erty.” TOT adds “shall still belong to her master.” And he shall go out alone refers to the 
male slave, the father of the children. Under this law, therefore, the father who became 
a freed slave had no claim to either his wife or his children if their mother was already 
a slave of the master. "e final sentence may be also expressed as “Only the man him-
self has the right to be freed.”

21:5

But if, literally “and if,” now uses the word ’im for the fi#h time for an alternative to 
verse 4. Plainly says is literally “saying he says,” a Hebrew form that strengthens the 
force of the verb. So 21:5 TEV and others have “if the slave declares.” Durham has “says 
earnestly.” I love my master uses the common word for love that can apply to wife
and children, and so 21:5 CEV has “But suppose the slave loves his wife and children so 
much.” REB and NAB prefer to use “I am devoted to.” If a language has a number of 
words for love, the idea of “devotion” or “a!achment” should be used in this context.

I will not go out free is not a demand but a choice. Since he has no claim over his 
wife and children, it may be be!er to say “I do not wish to go free” (NIV, REB, TAN) or “I 
do not wish to be released” (TOT). "is is still an incomplete sentence that continues 
with the next verse.

An alternative translation model is the following:

• But if the slave declares, “I am devoted to you, my wife [or, woman], and my chil-
dren. I don’t want you to set me free,” …

21:6

!en translates the usual conjunction waw, and here it introduces the main clause 
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of a conditional sentence. "e usual form of these casuistic laws is “If … and if … 
then.…” His master shall bring him is literally “his master shall cause him to step up, 
or approach.”

To God is “to the ’elohim,” which 21:6 NIV translates as “before the judges.” (So also 
21:6 KJV and NASB.) 21:6 NRSV now has a footnote here showing that “to the judges” is a 
possible translation. As explained earlier (see at 20:3), the Hebrew word for God is plu-
ral in form, so the context must sometimes determine whether the intended meaning 
is God, gods, angels, or judges. (See also the discussion at 22:8–9.) Most translations still 
have God, allowing for the interpretation of 21:6 TEV, “the place of worship.” One may 
also translate “the local sanctuary” (MFT) or “the place to worship God.”

And he shall bring him to the door or doorpost repeats the same verb, but it is not 
clear whether it is the door of the sanctuary or of the owner’s house. Most translations 
preserve the ambiguity, but 21:6 TEV interprets it to mean the sanctuary: “"ere he shall 
make him stand against the door or the doorpost”; 21:6 CEV has “"en he must stand 
beside either the door or the doorpost at the place of worship.” "is is also made clear 
in NAB, NJB, and Durham. For doorpost, see the comment at 12:7. "e door was the 
movable covering of the doorway, usually set in sockets to swing open and closed.

And his master shall bore his ear through simply means he “shall pierce his 
ear” (21:6 NRSV), or “put a hole through his ear” (21:6 TEV). "e verb is used only here in 
the Old Testament, but the context clarifies the meaning. With an awl means a tool for 
making a hole. "e word for awl is derived from the same word for piercing, or making 
a hole. It is used in the parallel verse in Deut 15:17, where the awl is to go through the 
ear and “into the door.” "e text here, however, does not mention this. It appears that 
his standing against the door or the doorpost of the place of worship was to provide a 
flat hard area for his owner to place the slave’s ear against. In this way the owner could 
punch a clear hole through the ear as in the Deuteronomy passage. 21:6 CEV provides a 
good model describing how an awl “punches a small hole through one of his ears with a 
sharp metal rod.” And he shall serve him for life means that “he will be his slave” (21:6
TEV) for the rest of his life. It is likely that a ring or tag of some kind was inserted in the 
ear as a sign that he was now a permanent slave.

An alternative translation model for this verse is:

• … then his owner shall take him to the place to worship God. "ere he will make him 
stand against [or, beside] either the door or the doorpost, while he punches a hole 
through one of the slave’s ears with an awl [or, a sharp piece of metal].
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(b) !e Female Slave (21:7–11)

(b) !e female slave (21:7–11)

Section Heading: translators who are following the Handbook’s outline should 
include the section heading “"e female slave” at this point, following the same pa!ern 
for the section heading at verse 1, “"e male slave.”

21:7

When is literally “And if,” using the word ki to introduce a new law. (See the discus-
sion at verse 2 and verse 6.) A man sells his daughter as a slave describes a situation, 
or “case,” in which a girl becomes a female slave. ("e Hebrew uses a different word for 
male slaves). "is is a straightforward statement, and the rightness or wrongness of 
the father’s action is not in question. Sometimes an Israelite father had no other way to 
pay off  a debt.

She shall not go out means “she shall not be released” (TOT), or “she is not to be set 
free” (21:7 TEV). As the male slaves do refers back to verse 2, where a male slave is to 
be released a$er six years. Another way to express this final sentence is “she [or, the 
daughter] may not go free [or, receive her freedom] in the same way as a male slave,” or 
“the conditions for her being freed [or, for the master freeing her] will be different 
from those for a male slave.”

21:8

"is is the first of four possible situations, or “cases,” in which the slave girl of verse 
7 may find herself. "ey are introduced with the conjunction ’im (If) in contrast to the ki
in verse 7. If she does not please her master is literally “If evil [or, displeasing] in the 
eyes of her lord.” "is does not indicate why she might be displeasing. Durham has “If 
she is unsatisfactory.”

Who has designated her for himself, literally “who for him assigned her,” means 
“who has selected her for himself ” (21:8 NIV). 21:8 CEV has “who bought her to be his 
wife”; but TOT’s use of “concubine” instead of “wife” is more correct. In ancient Israel it 
was quite acceptable for a married man to take a concubine, especially if his wife was 
unable to bear him a son. But she was always considered to be of lower status than the 
first wife, even though she was sometimes referred to as a second “wife.” (see verse 10.) 
In a number of languages this will be expressed as “minor [or, small] wife.” For himself
is one word in the Hebrew that may also be read as “not,” as the 21:8 RSV footnote indi-
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cates. NEB’s a!empt to follow that reading has been rejected by REB, and most scholars 
prefer to read for himself. Another model for these first two clauses is “If the man who 
bought her to be his concubine [or, minor wife] is not pleased with her.”
!en he shall let her be redeemed is literally “and he will cause her to be ran-

somed.” "is means that “he must let her be bought back” (NJB), and 21:8 TEV interprets 
it as “then she is to be sold back to her father.” In languages that do not use the passive 
voice, this clause may be expressed as “then he must let her father buy her back.” He 
shall have no right to sell her to a foreign people is literally “he will not rule [or, be 
empowered] to sell her to a strange people.” 21:8 TEV puts it simply: “her master cannot 
sell her to foreigners.” Foreign people or “strangers” (NEB) here certainly refers to non-
Israelites, but it may also refer to other people outside the biological families of both 
the woman and her master. However, “foreigners” is the more likely interpretation.

Since he has dealt faithlessly with her is literally “in his treating her faithlessly.” 
21:8 NRSV has improved over 21:8 RSV: “since he has dealt unfairly with her,” meaning 
that it is unfair of him to change his mind about her. 21:8 NIV has “because he has bro-
ken faith with her,” and 21:8 TEV has “because he has treated her unfairly.” 21:8 CEV has 
“this would break the contract he made with her,” but such a contract would probably 
have been made with her father.

An alternative translation model for this verse is:

• If the man who has bought her to be his concubine is not pleased with her, then he 
must let her father buy her back. He must not sell her to foreigners. "is would 
break the contract he made when she became his concubine [or, when he bought 
her].

21:9

If he designates her for his son is the second possible situation involving “a female 
slave” (21:9 TEV) (see verses 7–8). 21:9 TEV replaces the pronouns he and her with the 
nouns to which they refer in verse 7. Designates is the same word used in verse 8, so 
21:9 NIV has “If he selects her for his son,” and 21:9 CEV has “If he selects her as a wife for 
his son.” "is means, as TOT puts it, that “he intends to make her his son’s concubine.”

He shall deal with her as with a daughter is literally “according to justice of the 
daughters he will do to her.” "e word for “justice” is mishpat, one of several Hebrew 
words for “law” discussed in the introduction to 20:22–26. Here it means that which is 
legally determined, so the text implies that there were accepted standards by which a 
father was to treat his daughter. NJB has “he must treat her as custom requires daugh-
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ters to be treated,” and REB has “he must allow her the rights of a daughter.” "e word 
for daughter sometimes refers to a young woman in general, so TAN has “he shall deal 
with her as is the practice with free maidens.” But most translations favor the interpre-
tation of daughter here, and translators are urged to do the same.

21:10

"is third possible situation is an alternative to the first two (verses 8 and 9). "e 
implication therefore is that the female slave in verse 7 has become the concubine, or 
wife, of her master. If he takes another wife to himself is literally “if another he 
takes for him.” Wife is not in the text, so another means “another woman” (21:10 NIV), 
probably another female slave. "e distinction between wife and “concubine” is not 
always clear, for a female slave who became a concubine was o#en considered a sec-
ondary wife. (See the comment on “concubine” at verse 8.)

He shall not diminish her food is literally “he will not reduce her flesh [or, meat].” 
He is the “master” in verse 8, and her is the female slave in verse 7, whom he has 
already taken as a concubine, or wife. "e word for diminish is used in 5:8, 19 in refer-
ence to the number of bricks that was not “lessened” or reduced. So 21:10 TEV has “he 
must continue to give his first wife the same amount of food.”
"is also applies to her clothing, literally “her covering,” and her marital rights. 

"e word for marital rights is not used elsewhere in the Old Testament, so its mean-
ing must be determined largely from the context. Most scholars agree that it refers to 
“conjugal rights” (TAN and others), which include “her right to intercourse” (Durham), 
or her right to bear her master’s children. 21:10 TEV prefers to be less definite: “and the 
same rights that she had before.” 21:10 CEV also has a less definite translation: “treat her 
as a wife.” Such a broad interpretation, however, is not recommended, since the first 
two terms, “food and clothing,” are quite specific. Also, verse 11 refers to “these three 
things,” suggesting that the third one is as specific as the other two. In certain lan-
guages explicit mention of “sexual intercourse” will be tolerated, but in many other 
languages an expression such as “right to bear her master’s children,” will be more 
natural.

21:11

And if introduces the fourth possible situation of the female slave of verse 7. It gives 
an alternative to the situation in verse 10. !ese three things refers to the three 
“rights” mentioned there. "e idea is that if the man “does not fulfill these duties to 
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her,” then “he must set her free” (21:11 TEV). 21:11 CEV has “If he fails to do any of these 
things.” For nothing is discussed at verse 2. Durham has “she shall go out a free 
woman,” and NAB has “she shall be given her freedom absolutely.”

Without payment of money, literally “absence of silver,” emphasizes the idea of 
for nothing. "is means that there is no need for her to “be redeemed” as in verse 8. It 
also probably means that any family debt that may have caused her to be sold as a slave 
(verse 7) is to be canceled. As 21:11 TEV puts it, the man “must set her free and not 
receive any payment.” 21:11 CEV has “she must be given her freedom without cost.”
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